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CASALGRANDE (REGGIO EMILIA)

HEADQUARTERS & SHOWROOM

A major organisational and commercial hub

The company headquarters in Casalgrande (Reggio Emilia), 
strategically located in one of the most important ceramic districts 
in the world, offers logistics and production infrastructures and 
houses a showroom measuring 700 square metres: a showcase 
where clients can literally touch all the collections and admire 
their diverse applications.
500 square metres of administrative offices and 4,500 square 
metres of covered warehouses for storage of the entire range 
of finished products comprise an organisational hub that 
guarantees clients quick deliveries as well as efficient services 
and consultations. 

Mosaico+ is part of the Mapei group, sharing in the business 
expertise and technical and organisational support this world 
leader in chemical adhesives for construction has to offer.
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DIffERENT fROM ALL OThERS

MOSAICO+

To design and make mosaics in a way that is different from 
all others: a distinguishing feature that aspires to excellence

A philosophy that is applied in all organisational and production 
processes, representing the true added value of the company.
Mosaico+ explores all the expressive potential of mosaics, 
specialising and investing in the quality of materials and 
technology and researching original applications of mosaics. 
A continual focus on product development has led to successful 
cooperation with internationally famous designers, who open 
out and move beyond the idea of mosaic as a combination of 
chips, transforming it into a concept of all-inclusive design, 
centred on decorative floor and wall coverings. The quality and 
professionalism of Mosaico+ place it at the top of a Made in 
Italy production system, combining innovative technologies, a 
culture for design, and a deeply-rooted mosaic tradition.
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DESIGNING wITh MOSAIC TILES

PERSONALISATION

Innovation in form and in the choice of materials, as well 
as a wide variety and extension of range, characterise the 
products we offer

Every collection guarantees the utmost versatility and, in many 
cases, is preconceived to be mixed and matched, becoming a 
multifaceted matrix that inspires the creation of personalised 
projects for residential and commercial interiors. The Mosaico+ 
range is diversified, affordable and easy to use, but some product 
lines are also sophisticated and exclusive. Myriad hues offer the 
possibility of experimenting with textures and patterns, creating 
images with photographic resolution, or composing surfaces 
featuring colours and a variety of textures that stimulate 
architects and designers to explore new concepts of decor.
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AT ThE CuSTOMER’S SERvICE

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Quality and professionalism of a Made in Italy production system

The Design Division in Carpacco (udine), a strategic point 
for the culture and tradition of Italian mosaics, conducts the 
research and development of new products. This is where all 
the customised client compositions, special projects, and the 
assembly of mosaics are done by hand, thanks to the finely 
honed skills of master craftsmen. The Design Division also 
drives the tradition of artistic mosaics into the future, thanks to 
the direct collaboration with the Scuola dei Mosaicisti del Friuli, 
which is still today an inexhaustible source of development and 
inspiration to be interpreted with a contemporary flair.
The Mosaico+ experts are always ready to provide advice 
on original and custom designs, solving any problem: from 
analysis of modularity or the subject to be portrayed through to 
recommendations for laying and grouting.
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MATERIALS AND COLOuRS ThAT ExpRESS A uNIquE STyLE

COLLECTIONS

Mosaico+ produces mosaic tiles from a variety of materials 
and in different formats in 4, 6, and 8 mm thicknesses

The concept of a collection intended as an exclusive container is 
surpassed to expand and stimulate techniques of composition: 
all the tiles of the different product lines can be selected from 
a vast range of tiles in different colours, finishes, and formats 
and recomposed on modular sheets to create personalised 
combinations or motifs. The dominant material is glass, in all 
its declinations: from transparent luminosity to the brilliant 
iridescence of agglomerates with the inclusion of goldstone and 
precious accents of gold and metal, while the Area 25 and Crono 
collections with sintered glass offers highly resistant material 
suitable for use in high traffic areas. Metal, wood and stone with 
a variety of finishes are just some of the many complementary 
materials in the Mosaico+ offering.
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DECOR 15x15
DESIGN IkOS
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DIALOGHI
DESIGN fRANCESCO LuCChESE
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CRONO
GIuGIARO DESIGN
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VETRINA



via San Lorenzo 58/59 
42013 Casalgrande (RE) Italy
tel +39 0522 990011
fax +39 0522 990099
info@mosaicopiu.it
www.mosaicopiu.it

    


